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Abstract: This work describes how Artificial Intelligence can be used and is being used in Educational 

sector. According to the 21st International Conference on Artificial Intelligence in Education held in 2020, 

AIED is one of the currently emerging fields in Educational technologies. The use of AI is still unclear for 

the educators how to make pedagogical advantage of it on a broader scale and how AI can impact on 

teaching and learning in higher education. The impact of AI in education and its pros and cons are 

presented here. It also describes a specific way to develop AI enabled platform for education and finally the 

after effects of AI in education. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

According to the 2018 Horizon report, experts anticipate that the use of AI in the education to grow by 43% in the 

period of 2018 – 2022. Application of AI in education has been a subject of research from the past 30 years. The report 

made by Research and Markets, in 2019 global AI Education market reached $1.1 billion and estimated to reach over 

$25.7 billion by 2030. The precursors on the application of AI in education is found in the works of the psychologists 

B. F. Skinner, also known as the father of behaviorism who was a professor at Harvard University from 1948 until his 

retirement in 1974, and Sidney Pressey who was a professor at Ohio State University in the 1920’s. 

 

II. AI IN EDUCATION 

The International Artificial Intelligence in Education society (AIED) is an interdisciplinary community at the frontiers 

of the fields of computer science, education and psychology. The International AIED society was launched on 1st 

January 1997. It gathers researchers by holding the International Journal of AI in Education (IJAIED) and AIED 

conference series. In general, there are four areas of AIED in academic support services, and institutional and 

administrative services such as Profiling and Prediction, Assessment and Evaluation, Adaptive systems, Personalization 

and intelligent tutoring systems. The field of AI is both innovative and derivative. Artificial Intelligence is an emerging 

technology that started modifying educational tools and institutions. Education is a field where the presence of teachers 

is must which is the best educational practice the advent of Artificial Intelligence changes the teacher’s job who are 

irreplaceable in the education system. The AI uses mainly advanced analytics, deep learning and machine learning for 

monitoring the speed of a particular individual among the others. As the solutions in AI continue to get to higher level it 

helps to identify the gaps in teaching and learning and increases the proficiency of education. AI can drive efficiency, 

personalization and streamline admin tasks to allow teachers the time and freedom to provide understanding and 

adaptability- uniquely human capabilities where machines would struggle. With the combination of machines and 

teachers it is possible to pull out the best results from students. 

 

Use of chat GPT in high school for students: 

Chat GPT can be used to improve students' grammar skills by providing personalized and interactive assistance . 

Through engaging in chat sessions with the chatbot, students can practice and receive feedback on their grammar 

usage . This interactive learning experience has been found to significantly improve English grammar skills among 

college students . The use of Chat GPT as a "pocket tutor" allows students to get quick answers, find explanations for 

queries, and access resources . By offering realistic case scenarios and personalized feedback, Chat GPT can engage 

students in active and personalized learning, enhancing their grammar skills . The superior effects of chatbot use in 

improving grammar skills have been confirmed in comparison to human interaction . Therefore, Chat GPT has the 

potential to enhance grammar learning and provide valuable support for students in their language development . 
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IMPACT OF AI IN EDUCATION  

Almost AI impacts every area of our life in the future and out of all those Education sector will be impacted hugely 

because teaching and learning is a major part of life and the current education system has a lot of changes to be desired. 

The schooling in olden days are not as flexible as what the future AI in education will present. The teachers that play 

the most important role in education system are not scalable 

 

ADVANTAGES OF AI IN EDUCATION  

At present young people tend to use lot of time using their smartphones or tablets. This gives them a chance to study for 

ten to fifteen minutes in their free time by using AI applications. AI helps us understand the mood or ease of student 

during the lectures by using Gesture Recognition Technology. Since AI becomes more sophisticated the machine reads 

the facial expressions or gestures of the student and uses them to know if the student is struggling to understand the 

lecture and alter the lesson so that the student can follow up easily. The customization of the academic curriculum can 

be done by AI powered machines. AI tools can make global classrooms possible including people who are visually or 

hearing impaired. This can also help students who cannot attend classes due to illness. In the normal education system, 

the teacher grades the students on their homework and tests, which would consume a lot of time. Here when AI steps in 

it would make a quick work out of these tasks. It also helps in suggesting the ways to overcome the gaps in learning. AI 

provides with several resources to people who speak different languages or have hearing or visual difficulties. 

Presentation Translator provides subtitles in real-time mode, which is an AI based system application. For example, 

with the help of google translator students can read and hear in their national language. For more interactive sessions 

modern technologies like VR and gamification are helpful. There were already some setups where multiplechoice tests 

were graded through machines and now developments are being made in the direction where written type answers like 

paragraphs, statements can be graded using machines. This makes the work of a teacher easier and no time is wasted 

and this saved time can be used to concentrate more on individual student assessment and their development. 

Admissions and enrollment processes can also be done with AI in the future and its full potential is yet to be out.AI can 

help students in their homework or test preparations at home. AI in the near future will be able to respond to a range of 

learning styles. It’s all thanks to Artificial Intelligence that tutoring and studying programs are becoming more 

advanced. 

 

AI BASED SOLUTIONS IN EDUCATION  

There are lot of tech driven solutions in the industry of education like Dream Box, Khan Academy, Achieve3000, etc.. 

There are several educational platforms based on AI technology.  Third Space Learning  Little Dragon  CTI  

Brainy  Thinker Math  Carnegie learning The Third Space Learning system was created with the help of scholars 

from London University College. It helps to recommend the ways to make the teaching techniques better, like giving a 

warning when the explanation of teacher is either slow or very fast. 

 

DEVELOPING OF AN AI ENABLED PLATFORM FOR EDUCATION  

There are six main steps to develop an AI platform for education.  Step 1. Study the existing solutions.  Step 2. 

Consider the content of the application which should be both interesting as well as interactive.  Step 3. Discuss the 

requirements of your project with the development team.  Step 4. The application should be thoroughly and properly 

tested to avoid bugs.  Step 5. Promote the app and get the feedback after its release.  Step 6. Update your app 

regularly. Initially we must make some analysis on the existing solutions carefully and add new feature to them so that 

the user gets attracted to your solution instead of the others. Study the design ideas. User’s always prefer the useful 

content so you can choose topics like Medicine, Literature, Math and others. This useful content can also be obtained 

from tutors of various universities or colleges and from various sources like courses, training programs. 

 

DISADVANTAGES OF AI IN EDUCATION  

Despite of the huge opportunities AI offers there might also be some potential risks with it. AI is likely to become either 

the best or the worst thing that might happen to humanity. AI could support teaching and learning but new ethical 
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implications and risks emerges with the development of AI applications in higher education. One such example is, due 

to the ongoing corona virus pandemic and the budget cuts, the administrators might think of replacing teaching with 

profitable automated AI solutions. If the usage of AI in education increases there might be chance that personal 

interactions get decreased and students get technology addicted and sometimes this may hurt the learners instead of 

helping them. The faculty members, student counsellors, teaching assistants and administrative staff might get feared 

that the Intelligent Tutor System which is application of AI might replace them. AI system require a huge amount of 

data including information of students and staff which is confidential and it heads to serious privacy issues. When 

compared to the cost of installation, maintenance and repair AI is highly expensive. Only the heavily funded 

educational organizations can allow themselves to enjoy such high technology. When relied on this technology too 

much it can cause lack of personal connections and might hurt the users in this perspective. When something like 

natural disasters or accidents occur and an AI needs repairs we can never know how much amount of data is lost. 

 

III. CONCLUSION 

AI in education is a revolutionary change. According to a report issued by Centre for Integrative Research in Computer 

and Learning Sciences states that the next level uses of AI in Education is not yet invented. So the people working on 

AI applications should let the educators and education policy makers know about this in depth. Although there are 

several cons of using AI in educational sector, our future is AI 
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